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This game honestly doesn't have much to offer right now. I made a funny video on it tho for one of my series I have. This game
needs a lot more work.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=4gm2FNUoHL0. An irritated game.
Many of the indie works of puzzle games made in ten years have inspired by Portal, and this game is also one of them.

The problem occurs right after startup.
This game starts in a resolution of 1920x1080, which my monitor does not support.
and I can not change the setting even if I try to change the resolution.
I can not set mouse sensitivity and keyboard setting.
Although mouse sensitivity was not a problem by default, no consideration was given at all.

Other discontent...
I am dissatisfied with the action action, often fail with the jump action.
Chattering happens when you shoot a gun trigger in a row.
Failure in game design is a lot use of jump action (it is called old-type action),

Movement of elevator is extremely late or fast and irritated.
Unnecessary parts (perhaps the purpose of confusing players)

The difficulty difference is intense. There are strangely simple scenes.
Also, there are scenes that make heavy use of jump actions or do not need the Resize element in the first place.
It is difficult to understand the operation when pressing a button. For example, it is unclear whether it is necessary to keep
pushing, or if it is pressed once it will be in the ON state.

Weird BGM that makes me feel uncomfortable.
Easter eggs not funny.
Can not access each chapter (level).

In this respect, probably the creator is designed so that it can only be thought that it made more than stressing the feeling, rather
than having the player enjoy it.And even if there are some elements like that, we should prepare thorough tests beforehand and
prepare the game balance, but I can not see such feeling.

Japanese--
\u3000\u30b6\u30fb\u30d9\u30b9\u30c8\u7cde\u30b2\u30fc\u306b\u8a8d\u5b9a\u3057\u305f\u3044\u307b\u3069\u30b9\u3
0c8\u30ec\u30b9\u3092\u611f\u3058\u305f\u4f5c\u54c1\u3002
Portal\u306b\u30a4\u30f3\u30b9\u30d4\u30ec\u30fc\u30b7\u30e7\u30f3\u3092\u53d7\u3051\u3066\u4f5c\u3089\u308c\u30
5f\u4f5c\u54c1\u306f\u6570\u591a\u304f\u3001\u3053\u305310\u5e74\u3067\u4f5c\u3089\u308c\u305f\u30d1\u30ba\u30eb
\u30b2\u30fc\u306e\u30a4\u30f3\u30c7\u30a3\u30fc\u30ba\u4f5c\u54c1\u3067\u3001\u4eca\u4f5c\u3082\u305d\u306e\u307
2\u3068\u3064\u3067\u3042\u308b\u3002\u30c8\u30e9\u30d6\u30eb\u306f\u8d77\u52d5\u76f4\u5f8c\u306b\u8d77\u304d\u
308b\u3002
\u89e3\u50cf\u5ea6\u306e\u5909\u66f4\u304c\u3067\u304d\u306a\u3044\u3002\u30c7\u30d5\u30a9\u30eb\u30c8\u306e\u89
e3\u50cf\u5ea6\u304c1920x1080\u306b\u8a2d\u5b9a\u3055\u308c\u3066\u3044\u308b\u305f\u3081\u53f3\u304c\u753b\u97
62\u304b\u3089\u306f\u307f\u51fa\u3057\u3066\u3044\u308b\u3002\u5909\u66f4\u3057\u3088\u3046\u3068\u3057\u3066\
u3082\u30dc\u30bf\u30f3\u304c\u753b\u9762\u5916\u306b\u3042\u308b\u305f\u3081\u8a2d\u5b9a\u5909\u66f4\u3067\u30
4d\u306a\u3044\u3002\u305d\u3057\u3066\u30de\u30a6\u30b9\u611f\u5ea6\u3084\u64cd\u4f5c\u4e00\u89a7\u306e\u8a2d\u
5b9a\u304c\u3067\u304d\u306a\u3044\u3002
\u30de\u30a6\u30b9\u611f\u5ea6\u306f\u30c7\u30d5\u30a9\u30eb\u30c8\u3067\u554f\u984c\u306a\u304b\u3063\u305f\u30
4c\u3001\u5168\u304f\u914d\u616e\u304c\u3055\u308c\u3066\u3044\u306a\u3044\u3002

\u305d\u306e\u4ed6\u306e\u6b20\u70b9\u3068\u3057\u3066\u3001
\u30fb\u30a2\u30af\u30b7\u30e7\u30f3\u52d5\u4f5c\u306b\u4e0d\u6e80\u3001\u30b8\u30e3\u30f3\u30d7\u30a2\u30af\u30
b7\u30e7\u30f3\u3067\u3088\u304f\u5931\u6557\u3059\u308b\u3002\u30ac\u30f3\u30c8\u30ea\u30ac\u30fc\u3092\u9023\u
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7d9a\u3067\u6483\u3064\u3068\u30c1\u30e3\u30bf\u30ea\u30f3\u30b0\u304c\u8d77\u304d\u308b\u3002
\u30fb\u30b2\u30fc\u30e0\u30c7\u30b6\u30a4\u30f3\u3067\u306e\u5931\u6557\u306f\u3001\u30b8\u30e3\u30f3\u30d7\u30
a2\u30af\u30b7\u30e7\u30f3\u306e\u591a\u7528\uff08\u53e4\u3044\u30bf\u30a4\u30d7\u306e\u30a2\u30af\u30b7\u30e7\u3
0f3\u3068\u547c\u3070\u308c\u3066\u3044\u308b\uff09\u3001
\u30fb\u30a8\u30ec\u30d9\u30fc\u30bf\u30fc\u306e\u52d5\u304d\u6975\u7aef\u306b\u9045\u304b\u3063\u305f\u308a\u65
e9\u304b\u3063\u305f\u308a\u3057\u3066\u30a4\u30e9\u30a4\u30e9\u3055\u305b\u3089\u308c\u308b\u3002
\u30fb\u30af\u30ea\u30a2\u306b\u4e0d\u5fc5\u8981\u306a\u30d1\u30fc\u30c4\uff08\u304a\u305d\u3089\u304f\u30d7\u30e
c\u30a4\u30e4\u30fc\u3092\u6df7\u4e71\u3055\u305b\u308b\u76ee\u7684\uff09
\u30fb\u30b2\u30fc\u30e0\u30ec\u30d9\u30eb\u304c\u3061\u3050\u306f\u3050\u3002\u5999\u306b\u7c21\u5358\u3060\u3
063\u305f\u308a\u3001\u30b8\u30e3\u30f3\u30d7\u30a2\u30af\u30b7\u30e7\u30f3\u3092\u591a\u7528\u3055\u305b\u305f\
u308a\u3001\u305d\u3082\u305d\u3082Resize\u8981\u7d20\u3092\u5fc5\u8981\u3068\u3057\u306a\u3044\u5834\u9762\u3
082\u3042\u308b\u3002\u30dc\u30bf\u30f3\u3092\u62bc\u3057\u305f\u969b\u306e\u52d5\u4f5c\u304c\u5206\u304b\u308a
\u3065\u3089\u3044\u3002\u4f8b\u3048\u3070\u62bc\u3057\u7d9a\u3051\u308b\u3053\u3068\u304c\u5fc5\u8981\u304b\u3
001\u4e00\u5ea6\u62bc\u305b\u3070ON\u306e\u72b6\u614b\u306b\u306a\u308b\u304b\u304c\u5206\u304b\u3089\u306a\u
3044\u3002
\u30fb\u6c17\u5206\u3092\u5bb3\u3059\u5947\u5999\u306aBGM\u3068\u3001\u9762\u767d\u304f\u306a\u3044\u30a4\u30
fc\u30b9\u30bf\u30fc\u30a8\u30c3\u30b0

\u3000\u4ee5\u4e0a\u306e\u70b9\u3067\u3001\u304a\u305d\u3089\u304f\u5236\u4f5c\u8005\u306f\u30d7\u30ec\u30a4\u30
e4\u30fc\u306b\u697d\u3057\u3093\u3067\u3082\u3089\u3046\u3053\u3068\u3088\u308a\u3082\u3001\u30b9\u30c8\u30ec\
u30b9\u3092\u611f\u3058\u3055\u3048\u308b\u3053\u3068\u306b\u91cd\u8996\u3057\u3066\u4f5c\u3063\u305f\u3068\u3
057\u304b\u601d\u3048\u306a\u3044\u3088\u3046\u306a\u30c7\u30b6\u30a4\u30f3\u306b\u306a\u3063\u3066\u3044\u308
b\u3002\u305d\u3057\u3066\u3001\u591a\u5c11\u305d\u3046\u3044\u3063\u305f\u8981\u7d20\u304c\u3042\u3063\u305f\u
3068\u3057\u3066\u3082\u3001\u4e8b\u524d\u306b\u5165\u5ff5\u306a\u30c6\u30b9\u30c8\u3092\u3057\u3066\u30b2\u30
fc\u30e0\u30d0\u30e9\u30f3\u30b9\u3092\u6574\u3048\u308b\u3079\u304d\u3060\u308d\u3046\u304c\u3001\u305d\u3046\
u3044\u3046\u914d\u616e\u304c\u898b\u53d7\u3051\u3089\u308c\u306a\u3044\u3002
. It's like having Total Annihilation back!. EDITED REVIEW:

The tracks were fixed. The music sounds great and I even put some of it in my music library. There's a lot of different styles and
moods, too. I'd definitely recommend it more for serious games with a historical setting, just like the name states.. I've enjoyed
this quite a lot. Even though it sends me into spiraling hate of my life and all the enemies in the game are rage inducing to no
end. Personally I'm not a perfect fit for rage game, but DARTHY really pulled me in and continued to encurage me to keep
going. Man it messes with you so much by leading you in so many wrong directions. Just need to keep going...keep
playing...keep dying... *cries in corner*
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Translation needs work but its better than nothing, I wont complain. Ive wanted to play this for a long time and even if the
translation quality is pretty bad Im just glad it has one at all that I can understand whats going on, Its only a dollar too so most
serious complaints from anyone are pretty silly. I was thinking I read they were going to do updates to it but even if not Id of
still payed more for it tbh. This game is old and hasn't aged well in terms of graphics, however is fun to play and takes up like,
what 24 kb or something. Would reccomend - while on sale. Short and sweet. This game has enough new and interesting things
to show you and does so before it gets boring and repetitive. I had no issues with the controls and overall design was great.

The price is a bit steep for the overall playtime, but it's easily worth $5.. This has way to much potential for me not to buy and
support the development.. I played bob was hungry and never played the original Viktor. When I recieved the coupon for this
game I thought it looked good, and it is. Mission based shooter with an interesting mechanic. Got it relatively cheap too with the
sale and the copuon. After playing this I am going to have to play the oringal Viktor. You don't really need the story from Viktor
to understand as far as I can tell so far. Viktor comes home from traveling the world (which itself was the game viktor) to join a
band of heroes in defending the world. Fun game, from Bob was hungry to this is a drastic difference, though both games are
good.. So, i recentally came apon this game, this game is a gem, and i think its a bit obscrure, the controls are smooth and the
gameplay has me addicted, the plot is simple and reminds me of an NES or SNES game same with the visuals. i don't enough
people to play the battle or basket ball gamemodes and if online was somehow incorperated into the multiplayer it could be
played a bit more chaotic and more available to the gamers who don't have people to play it with locally but people who can
online

the game seems to run at a smooth framerate and no slowdowns, the difficulty i find challenging but fun, the soundtrack is
AMAZING and feels like its straight from an old NES or SNES game.

i give this game a solid 8\/10, great game but unfortunatally local multiplayer only with no online play to date. hopefully this
game gets more popular as i see great qaulity for it. cheap price and easy to play, pick this up if you can.. if you're nostalgic for
2005 pc games that run like garbage, then this is the game for you
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